
 

 

 

Father Knows Best  
Text:  Luke 15:11–32  

Care and Bridging Pastor Dan Slagle 

 

1. Read Luke 15:11-32. Dan says that, in our search for happiness, most people take one 

of two paths (represented by the brothers in the parable): we either disregard all rules 

and try and blaze our own path to happiness, or we trust that keeping the rules will 

lead to happiness. 

 

a. Which son do you most identify with? Why? 

b. What path do you typically take?  

c. What are some of the ways you have tried to pursue happiness?  

d. Why is it that neither path provides lasting happiness or fulfillment? 

 

2. Both sons were alienated from the Father and the Father extended grace and 

acceptance to both of them. How did the Father do that for the younger brother? How 

about the elder brother? At the end of the parable, who is reconciled to the Father and 

who is still alienated from Him? 

 

3. What was it that ultimately led the younger brother home? He lost everything. He was 

completely humbled. Humiliation led to his salvation. Read Mark 8:34-35. What does it 

mean to “lose our lives”? How is it that we are saved by losing our lives? 

 

4. We can’t fully surrender our lives to Jesus and experience the life he offers us if we are 

constantly seeking our own path of fulfillment. We must be willing to “lose our lives” 

(fully surrender our lives) in order for us to be “saved” (become new creations in Jesus). 

 

a. What is keeping you from fully “losing” your life for the sake of the gospel? 

b. What does it look like, practically, to surrender your life to Jesus?  

c. Have you ever experienced the fulfillment that comes from “losing your life for 

Jesus’ sake”? Take time to share those stories. 

 

5. At the end of the parable there is a feast of joy and celebration. Dr. Tim Keller relates 

that feast to a feast in Revelation 19. What is that feast?  

 

a. What will the feast that believers are longing for be like?  

b. How can this description help us to think more concretely about heaven and our 

eternal destiny?  



 

c. What is our hope for the future as believers? 

 

Challenge:  Where would you say you are in your spiritual journey? In a distant country? At home 

but not feeling like a son/daughter? Coming to your senses? Celebrating with your father? Where 

do you want to be? 

 

 

Prayer:  Father God, thank you that your grace knows no ends.  That whether we find ourselves as 

the prodigal son, lost and in the muck, or as the older brother, clinging to our morality and rules, 

you call us home.  We confess that we do look for satisfaction, happiness, and fulfillment in other 

places than you God.  Forgive us God and call us back home again.  We desire to lay down our 

lives, to lose ourselves for you in total surrender for that is where true and lasting happiness is 

found.  Change and transform us through your amazing grace.  We long for the day we celebrate 

at the great feast together.  Thank you for the lasting hope we have through your son Jesus.  In 

His name we pray, Amen.  
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Book Review – The Prodigal God by Tim Keller 

 

After the publication of The Reason for God, Newsweek hailed Tim Keller as “a C.S. Lewis for the 

twenty-first century.” That is a lofty comparison and one I’m sure must make Keller quite 

uncomfortable. Yet at some level the comparisons are becoming undeniable. Keller’s ability to 

communicate to believers and unbelievers alike and to do so on an intellectual level clearly 

parallels that of Lewis. Where Keller’s first book offered an explanation as to why we should 

believe in God, his second, The Prodigal God, focuses on Jesus’ best-known parable (and arguably 

the best-known and most-loved story of all-time) to challenge both believers and skeptics. 

 

In this book Keller makes no claim to originality. He states forthrightly that the message he 

conveys here is based on a sermon first preached by Dr. Edmund Clowney. That simple sermon, a 

fresh take on the parable of the Prodigal Son, changed Keller’s life and in many ways shaped his 

ministry. Over the years he has often taught from this parable, both at his church and elsewhere, 

and he has seen God’s hand of blessing in this message. And here he offers it in the form of a 

short book.  

 

Traditionally, readings of the parable of the Prodigal Son have focused on the younger son and 

his reconciliation with his father. We learn from such readings that God is willing to receive all 

those who wander from him. Yet too often we overlook that third character–the older brother. 

Were the story only about the father and the younger son we would expect that the Pharisees, 

among those who first heard Jesus tell this parable, would react with joy. Yet we know from 



 

Scripture that they walked away in disgust and disbelief. Why? Because the parable pointed to 

them as examples of the older son. As Keller says, Jesus’ purpose in this parable “was not to warm 

our hearts, but to shatter our categories.” 

 

He begins by ensuring the reader has a sense of Jesus’ original audience as he taught this parable. 

There were two groups near Jesus at the time. The first was tax collectors and sinners while the 

second was composed of Pharisees and teachers of the law. The tax collectors and sinners 

correspond to the younger brother–people who left the traditional morality of their families and 

social groups and engaged in what others would consider wild living. The religious leaders, on 

the other hand, correspond to the older brother, representing the moral and obedient who have 

never turned from the traditions of their culture and religion. Where the first group seek God 

through some kind of self-discovery, the second group seeks him through a type of moral 

conformity. Jesus’ message is that both of these approaches are wrong and in this parable he 

offers his radical alternative. “There are two ways to be your own Savior and Lord,” says Keller. 

“One is by breaking all the moral laws and setting your own course, and one is by keeping all the 

moral laws and being very, very good.” 

 

While Keller focuses attention on both of the brothers, he gives more time to the elder brother. 

He wants the reader to know that a self-imposed standard of morality is not the same as truly 

knowing and following Christ. He wants those who are outwardly religious to search their hearts 

to see if there is an inner faith that goes along with the outward conformity. He challenges 

Christians with the fact that churches tend to be havens for the older brother kind of believer. 

“Jesus’ teaching consistently attracted the irreligious while offending the Bible-believing, 

religious people of his day. However, in the main our churches today do not have this effect. The 

kind of outsiders Jesus attracted are not attracted to contemporary churches, even our most 

avant-garde ones. We tend to draw conservative, buttoned-down, moralistic people. The 

licentious and liberated or the broken and marginal avoid church. That can only mean one thing. 

If the preaching of our ministers and the practice of our parishioners doesn’t have the same effect 

on people that Jesus had, then we must not be declaring the same message that Jesus did. If our 

churches aren’t appealing to younger brothers, they must be more full of elder brothers than we’d 

like to think.” 

 

It is rare that a book effectively spans an audience of both believers and skeptics, but Keller 

bridges that gap. For skeptics, this is a presentation of the gospel message of human sin and 

God’s extravagant grace; for believers, it is a recounting of a story that never grows old. For 

skeptics, it is an encouragement to be like the younger son by turning to the loving father who 

welcomes all who come to him; for believers, it is a means of examining hearts to see if we have 

become like the older brother, so secure in our position that we take the Father’s love for granted 

and even resent it when that love is extended to those whom we feel are less deserving of it. 

 



 

Though it is unlikely that The Prodigal God will achieve the same level of numerical success as 

The Reason for God, it remains an exceptionally useful and valuable contribution. While the 

book’s audience is broad, it may well prove most beneficial to Christians. It will set the gospel 

before them in a fresh way, forcing them to do some difficult but necessary heart work. 

 

Parenthetically, The Prodigal God is this year’s second major book dealing with the parable of the 

Prodigal Son. John MacArthur also wrote about it in A Tale of Two Sons. In both cases, these 

authors focus fresh attention on the older brother; in both cases they accurately convey the sense 

of the text. While The Prodigal God is an excellent book, I think I almost preferred MacArthur’s 

take through his slow, steady exposition of the text. But honestly, both books are well worth 

reading. 

 

https://www.challies.com/book-reviews/book-review-the-prodigal-god-by-tim-keller/ 

 

 


